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The Advanced Hunter and Sacred HuntsMaster Guide presented Inquisitor as two characters who can automatically share the exploits of teamwork with their animal companion. This creates a great but subtle sub-combat system that involves fellow animals, teamwork exploits, and attacks opportunities.
Here are some typical characters to illustrate how they work. Fred begins his adventure career in Hunter. (Or it could be the sacred human Hunts Master Inquisitor who takes Outflank as his fifth level feat. His animal companion probably has a narrow frame to avoid being obstructed in narrow passages.
Either he rides his animal companion or stays next to him for the rest of his adventurous career he enjoys the +4 bonus to hit all the time, and does not provoke attacks of opportunity when moving. His third level bonus feat can be changed as a standard procedure. Fred can sacrifice mobility by escaping
instead of using a precise blow for additional damage. Or, if Fred wants to use an access weapon, opportunists paired is an excellent choice - especially if a human has taken the sophisticated feat of a companion until his animal companion may arrive. Mount Companion Animal Level III is harder than a
horse. Even if Fred now changes to earn levels in a class that no longer advances his animal companion, it is still a respectable mountain for an adventurer. Because Fred is always surrounded, the characteristic of a fighter group (regional) is appropriate. If Fred is a hunter, he also has first-level spells, the
ability to focus on the animal, wild empathy, and a small reward for tracking. If Fred is an investigator, he also has first-level spells, field, continuous alignment detection, solo tactics, and reward for initiative. If he doesn't continue as an investigator, he might want the original hacker model to trade out stern
look, Monster Lore, and track alternatives that don't depend on class level. If Fred uses a keen rapier, he scores a critical blow 30% of the time. This provokes an attack of opportunity (with a very nice bonus to strike) from his animal companion (Outflank) as well as himself (associated opportunists). The
original primitive companion hunter model is much more complex, but allows to create a version of ths foundaton that is best at going nova several times a day. Perhaps fred level IV may want to continue with the fourth level in Hunter or Holy Huntsmaster Inquisitor. This gives him access to level two
spells. If Hunter he earns an improved sympathetic link. If detective Hunts Master is holy he gains animal focus. Instead of having an animal companion take the feat of a narrow frame, the hunter's second-level animal reduction fit is another way to ride a large-sized mountain in Over. (Medium-sized
character also need a feat-sized mount to ride a large shurnk-sized mountain to medium size.) It also means that if Fred turns into a class that doesn't offer his animal companion, bon's feat companion could one day raise his animal companion to eight strong levels, providing an extra door and feat
compared to being seven strong levels. Fierce loyalty if Fred is human, and therefore has one more feat choice, he may want a fierce loyalty feat. It provides +1 morale bonus to hit when riding an animal companion or stays adjacent to it. Fred may already have other sources of this moral reward, such as
the blessing of the party's clergyman, or an ally with the flag-bearer feat. But if he doesn't, this achievement is great! It is similar to the concentration of versatile weapons that apply to all weapons. It also rewards both Fred and his animal companion! Gift Spirit Gift Spirit feat is not legal to play pathfinder
society. But in other games it provides a powerful tool to make the animal companion even powerful. Each day the character can choose whether to give him or her animal companion DR 5/adamantine, quick healing 1, slow flight, or constant blur, among other options. None of the sample characters below
use this achievement. But they can be included with any of them on a later level. Nigel Net user Nigel is an example of what can be done with the foundation above. Then he took one level of Huntmaster Cavalier. Thanks to how hunter animal companions work, this keeps his animal companion in full
strength. It also provides efficiency with whip and net. The next level (as level five feat) Nigel finally gets a power attack. Nigel can continue to take levels as a hunter, or switch equally well into a category like a fighter or barbarian. (However, for me to burn the Barbarian Rider, perhaps with boone's feat
companion, the future seems to be especially promising and enjoyable.) Sharif Sharif Strong is another example of what can be done with the foundation above. Sharif began his adventurous career with two levels of ranger Lor fighter. Then turn into three levels of hunter. Because of the power attack and
the precise blow does constantly a lot of damage. Sheriff demonstrates the power of broken wing maneuvering. Each of his own attacks and those of his animal companion left false slots. Any opponents who counter-attack any one of them provoke an attack of chance (break the wing maneuver) of each
(associated opportunists) with an additional bonus +4 to strike. Sheriff has another big trick. After he attacks an enemy, on his next turn he often mounts his deliberately step away from an enemy and then step back. This raises the attack of opportunities of that enemy. But thanks to the wing break
maneuver and the couple opportunists that allow two nice bonus attacks of chances from Sharif and his animal companion. A The means to get attacks from the chance means Sharif loves his weapon by chance, whose attack has one chance of each round of repeated attack gains. These attacks of
opportunity mean that the favorable feature of slaughter (religion) is great for Sharif, unless the GM considers it taboo because it was originally associated with Lamashtu. Note that inimitable opportunists have no requirements. Their other popular melee party can take this one feat to participate in all their
attacks of opportunity when they are neighbouring. There are enough of these attacks of opportunity (of enemy movement, through Outflank when scoring critical strikes, and with a broken wing maneuver) that Horace used his humam bonus feat to take combat reflexes. Squadron Strike if sheriff is human,
and therefore has one more feat option, he may want to strike the squadron feat. It would provide sharif and his animal companion with an unclassified bonus of +2 to hit when taking an attack of chances. Horace is another example of what can be done with the foundation above. Although the jockey is his
animal companion you don't need to be a horse. After three levels of Hunter, Horace turned to two levels of Monk Sohei for the exploits of the bonus fighting mounted without preconditions. As he gained the handling of the animal as one of the many new class skills, enjoyed the best saving throws, can
always act on a sudden round, has evasion, has a +1 bonus to the initiative, and if the situation requires can be used bonus class monk shield, unarmed strike, and wave of strikes. Like Sharif, Horace uses a broken wing maneuver. Horace does not do as much steady damage as sheriff. But Horace
excels when his animal companion Mount counts. It does double damage (or triple with shaft). He can attack completely if the charge is not too far away Horace's next achievement may be to distract the charge for an extra £2 bonus for hitting after his mount fee. Horace can also allow his animal
companion to act in every surprise round. He can take an achievement (Luke Out) or, because the capacity of stock spells is great for hunters or curious, he can use the original model of the animal companion's bodyguard and replace/enhance engagement spells with improved spelling sharing feat. But
this may not be worth it. Enemies are often too far from charges during the sudden round, and Horace has spells he can then use instead. The rest of his future plans will determine whether having the ability to charge during a surprise tour is worth the feat. Cassandra Cassandra Caster does not use the
foundation above, but nothing is different. Cassandra Caster has the slightest wisdom to swap her latest bonus feat teamwork after polishing her animal companion and herself. She usually fights with her swap ping to escape the road or spellcaster allies. She's not as strong as druids, but she has more
options to polish her animal companion. These include lead blades, chameleon step, and Spirit. The cruel casting feat allows her animal companion a better version of the charge. Once moving, they can be targeted by one of Cassandra's smaller spells, and then move again before attacking the opponent
possibly shaken. Move twice without restrictions from the actual charge! The shipping intercept feat allows its animal companion to intervene when the opponent decides to charge spellcaster. The Outflank doesn't usually help Cassandra or her animal companion, but it can help when Cassandra needs to
be rescued. Cassandra probably acquires a penis less than a fixed metamagic during her sixth level and a penis lower than a negro during her eighth or ninth level. Both work well with Hunter's spells lists. In level 7 Cassandra can take a traditional achievement such as Spell Focus, Spell Spell, Spell Spell,
or the great item of the craft. It's admittedly a little late with these. But it has a full-strength animal companion whose fighting importance will not diminish, and a very versatile pair of spelling lists. In the ninth level Cassandra may take a metamagic achievement, preparing her slots in level four spells at level
x. Her companions Cassandra alternates between three companions. Most days she adventures with her big cat. In the eighth level, take advantage of the animal focus, will have a movement of 50', force 26, Constitution 22, and +3 natural armor. (Not as smart as her fellow other animals.) She used her
two sophisticated companion exploits to give her a 2d6 slam attack and a 40' climbing speed. Now the scammer (technically accelerated climbing) can run along the wall to pounce with a 2d6 slam, a 1d8 bite, and two 1d8 claws. When she knows she'll be able to ride big, she changes to her oruch. In the
eighth level, take advantage of the animal focus, it will have 50' movement, power 26, Constitution 16, and +4 natural armor. She used her two sophisticated companion exploits to give her a 3d6 slam attack. Then trample for 3d6 damage (+12 power + 3 power attack) with DC of 21 for half damage. It has
awesome blow exploits to send flying enemies. When she decides the defense is important, she changes her strong Ankylosaurus. In the eighth level, take advantage of the animal focus, it will have a movement of 30', force 22, Constitution 19, and +11 natural armor. She uses her two sophisticated



companion exploits to give her tail access and improve damage. It also uses the feat of focusability, for its tail, wheich and then no 3d6 damage (+9 power + 3 power attack) with a dazed DC of 21. It also has an amazing Irruption feat to explode dramatically through doors or walls. Before an important fight,
Cassandra will cast lockjaw on her animal companion to give her the ability to grab on for a few rounds as well as other orange spells. Alice Archer is a human-hitter switching Archer who can switch mid-fight from archery to Use a weapon. Alice truly excels when one of her other party members is a melee
figure ready to take feat opportunists and stand next to her animal companion to form a front line party. Two standard levels during its first two levels it focuses on archery. She casts divine favor to help herself and/or her animal companion. The preferred attribute of destiny is the compliments that spell
well. Her animal companion learns the feat of combating reactions, perhaps opportunists pairing if she has that desired front line ally. Some tough shooting to reach the third level gives it a great trick. Now each combat round moves, if necessary, to make a single shot at the enemy that passes through the
map box of its animal companion. This fire-friendly shot has an extra +2 bonus, so it has only a small chance instead of hitting the animal companion. No matter what - even if it is completely missed - it provokes an attack of chance from its animal companion (this front-line ally). The more tricky shooting in
level v Alice learns quick shooting to shoot more arrows when not using a friend shot. Although Rapid Shot is not compatible with fire friendly, it allows it to go nova with the pan class feature acquired at this level. The wrath of the talisman can compensate for the reduced accuracy. In the fifth level her
animal companion learns to stand still to keep enemies away from her until she is ready to fight melee. This helps because Alice lacks a quick drawing feat, so she misses an attack unless she can move while drawing a melee weapon. During the sixth level she turns between Enfilading's shot and
coordinated shooting for her bonus feat, for extra accuracy. Even more tricky shooting in the seventh level, Alice changes her sixth level bonus feat to a broken wing maneuver and takes the injured Pau maneuver as her level seven feat. Now it attacks as an immediate measure whenever its animal
companion (or front line ally) is a counterattack by using it from a broken wing maneuver. Unfortunately, wounded clutch maneuvering attacks are rushed too to be compatible with friendly fire. They do not provoke useful attacks of opportunity. A cooperative volleyball in the ninth level gets the final
shooting trick. Because of Solo's tactics, any time any ally makes an attack ranging from between against an enemy within 30 feet, Alice also can use the target of the opportunity to attack as an immediate action. When combined with coordinated spell voltage it allows the party to rain arrows on distant
enemies. As with the injured Bao maneuver, the rushed attack of the target of the opportunity is incompatible with friendly fire so do not provoke useful attacks of opportunity. Scatter Squadron If Alice does not work with a group of allied front line, these Allies will benefit from the feat of teamwork Scatter
Squadron, which provides a +1 envelope bonus to AC for each neighboring ally with this achievement. Wallace's whirlwind our final example must be To be proud of the first level. (To be inhuman the character could sacrifice some comrade power by starting with two levels of the Lore Guard. Because
Wallace has low power, he really benefits if GM allows agile weapon ownership. Then his attacks are both more accurate and more damaging. During his fifth level he hoped to get a rapier that is both graceful and eager. During his eigth level he hoped to add a coincidence. Early levels and Wallace
shares three basic benchmarks. He attacks using dexterity (weapon of dexterity) and animal companion also attacks. He wants a Fencer (anti) feature for an extra +1 to hit with each attack of chances when using a sword or dagger. His animal companion takes the exploits of the narrow frame and combat
reactions. Middle Levels Wallace uses his sixth level bonus hunter feat to take a break wing maneuver. For a while he behaved a lot like a strong sheriff, but using dexterity rather than strength. In level six and seventh this hunter learns Vint's partner and twinning trick, which does nothing at the time.
Whirlwind time when you reach level nine, Wallace stops using the broken wing maneuver and adopts the feat plan mentioned to become a melee whirlwind - without using any normal attacks! Wallace is riding his animal companion. They start the combat tour alongside the enemy's #1. Wallace once tricks
out of two allowed tricks in one round (improve vint). This gives his animal companion an attack of opportunity (improve Vint's partner) who also gets Wallace (associate opportunists). After that pair of attacks, Wallace on his animal companion can move to the enemy #2. Or they can still stay, attacking the
original enemy again (so #2 the enemy is the most #1 enemy). Wallace creates for the second time, in #2 enemies. Once again both Wallace and his animal companion get an attack of opportunities (improve Vint's partner, the pair opportunists). If possible, there is also an enemy #3 adjacent to one of the
others. Then Wallace can use one of two tricks against two enemies at once (Twin Vint). This, of course, once again provides both Wallace and his animal companion with an attack of opportunity against enemy #3. But the combat tour didn't take place! Animal Companion still has standard action, and can
also trick, before or after the transition, even using twin tricks if two enemies are next door. So it generates another pair of opporunity attacks, if not two pairs! So using only attacks from the chance of tricks, Wallace and his animal companion are making 4-6 attacks on their turn against one of two
unopposed enemies, or 8-10 attacks if two enemies are neighboring. And they still receive additional attacks from opportunities from Outflank when a critical blow occurs, one repeat round of weapon magic by chance. Wonder. Luckily, Wallace has 24 versatility (16 base + 2 racial + 2 level ups + 4 magic
element). This gives him 6 strikeouts of every round he needs. At the ninth level his companion can increase his prowess by 4. The ability to focus the animal gives it an extra +4 to the prowess (tiger) as well as an additional +4 to hit with opportunity attacks (snake). It is likely to be Pteranodon,
Quetzalcoatlus, Rock, Giant Wessel, Stegosaurus, or Parasaurolophus. Some options may need a magic element to get two extra points of dexterity. Dexterity.
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